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Research Objectives
Develop and apply MWCNTs to spacecraft instrument components an
realize art improvement of a factor of 10 in reflectance over current: i
treatments

Stage 1: tuning nanotube geometry on Si substrate to produce a IOx decreaseand bidirectional reflectance
Stage 2: improve adherence onto Si
Stage 3: demonstrate adherence and optical performance on nanotubes on:sp;
instrument materials (e.g. Ti)

This is not the first study of the optical properties of MWCNTs:
— W.A. deHeer, at al., "Aligned C Nanotube Films: Production and Optical and Elf

Properties," Science, 268, 845-847 (1995)
F.J. Garcia-Vidal, at al., 'Effective Medium Theory of the Optical Properties of
C Nanotubes," Phys. Rev. Left., 78, 4289-4292 (1997)
Z_P. Yang et al., "Experimental Observation of an Extremely Dark Material Mde,Low Density Nanotube Array," Nanoletters, 8, 446451 (2008)
X.J. Wangg, at al., `Visible and Near-Infrared Radiative Properties of Vertically73i
Multi-walled C Nanotubes," Nanotechnology, 20, 215704 (9 pp.) (2009).

We hope to perform the necessary engineering to make MWNCTs
Sufficiently robust to be used in spacecraft instrument stray scattered 1.
control applications while maintaining optical performance over thelY.
shortwave it wavelength region

'Optical performance is monitored usingg 8° hemispherical reflectance and bidkalrafleotaiee distribution functidn (BRDF) measurements
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